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Stirring melodies and lyrics atop a fusion of mutually exclusive indie sway pop and a tinge of new age

with soft guitar, transonic textures and percussion that will take you on an unforgettable journey of love,

redemption, hope, despair and reflection. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP: with Electronic

Production Port of Embarkation Songs Details: Aeolian May combines stirring melodies and lyrics atop a

fusion of mutually exclusive indie sway pop and a tinge of new age with soft guitar, transonic textures and

percussion. With Aeolian May's first self-produced, self-recorded (and self-released) album you'll embark

on a journey of love, redemption, hope, despair and reflection to often mythical, distant or future worlds.

Songwriter and producer James Durham combines the ethereal and moving vocal performance of Danan

Healy with the lyrical guitar of Matt Ellison along with synth, piano and string soundscapes that evoke the

imagery and messages of a multitude of themes with passion, thoughtfulness, and sometimes a bit of

light-hearted adventure and sarcasm. The angelic yet earthy, hauntingly beautiful voice of Danan Healy

singing to James Durham's soulful lyrics is at times reminiscent of Sarah McLachlan, with a twist of

Suzanne Vega and Loreena McKennitt. You can occasionally hear overtones of the purity of Olivia

Newton John's voice (gasp!) but with a completely different style. Recorded on a (literally) shoestring

budget in conditions that would make a big studio laugh, this collection of songs hints at great things to

come from this talented musical team. Saturated with profound messages, then complimented by the

right balance of airy upbeat sound, this album is sure to be an independent classic. Songwriter, Producer,

Various Instruments: James Durham Lead Singer, Songwriter: Danan Healy Lead Guitar: Matt Ellison

Additional Guitar: Damien Website: aeolianmay.com Danan has recently launched a solo project as well,

and has finished recording a great new solo EP entitled "You Need More Love." You can find out more

about her solo project at dananhealy.com.
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